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What is CleanMaint?
CleanMaint™ is a cloud-based cleaning service management 
software. It helps you increase your defense against the spread 
of infections by empowering in-house teams to better manage 
today’s more aggressive cleaning requirements and to ensure the 
safety and sanitization of facilities. It fully automates workflows to 
maximize workforce efficiency. Built on the proven eMaint CMMS 
system for maintenance management, CleanMaint can:
• Dynamically manage schedules and resources
• Map work orders to physical zones 
• Track compliance in real time
• Control inventory of PPE and cleaning supplies 
• Improve visibility into activities and work completion
• Generate custom, shareable reports

Why is a cloud-based cleaning management software 
needed?
Many organizations still use paper-based or spreadsheet-based 
systems to track their cleaning operations. But the recommended 
frequency and thoroughness of cleaning and sanitization tasks is 
increasing, requiring a tool that meets these requirements and can 
also scale to meet growing demand. Cleaning and sanitization are 
critical to maintaining safe work and educational environments. 
CleanMaint upgrades your operations and processes for scheduling 
and recording cleaning jobs, saving time and money both in work 
preparation and execution.

Schools, companies, and facilities of all types need rigorous 
cleaning services more than ever before. Are your current 
processes up for the challenge? CleanMaint, a web-based cleaning 
service management software, modernizes your sanitization 
scheduling and resource planning by eliminating paperwork and 
automating workflows. 

With CleanMaint, you get an easy-to-use, cloud-based application 
built on an industry-leading maintenance management system. 
Designed for the complex world of work order management, 
CleanMaint delivers robust and scalable features in a configurable 
user interface. You can easily map your scheduling to available 
resources, attach cleaning procedures to job orders, and accurately 
track and manage cleaning supplies and PPE. 

With CleanMaint, you are better prepared to safeguard the 
health and safety of human presence in facilities and workplaces 
and enable compliance with increased safety guidelines and 
regulations.

CleanMaint’s web-based solution can be accessed on browser-
based devices such as PCs, smartphones, and tablets. Every 
CleanMaint subscription package includes a dedicated Customer 
Success Manager, unlimited helpdesk support (via phone, email 
and live chat), daily data backup, and software updates and 
enhancements.

Benefits of CleanMaint:
• Increase your workplace safety by 

providing more efficient scheduling of 
cleaning operations

• Upgrade the management and 
mapping of service requests to your 
staffing and resources

• Tighten control and supervision of 
your inventory of supplies

• Track the history of work performed 
and create custom reports

• Achieve COVID-19 and post-COVID 
compliance with safety guidelines and 
potential regulations

Top 10 reasons why CleanMaint 
is a strong Cleaning Management 
solution:
1. Paperless job planning and scheduling 

increases accountability and action

2. Secure, cloud-based system with 
mobile capabilities

3. Configurable and flexible service 
request management user interface

4. Track service requests and staffing 
resources simultaneously

5. Inventory management software with 
alerts and notifications to flag low 
levels and shortages

6. Robust reporting tools to keep 
stakeholders informed and updated

7. Easily attach updated cleaning 
procedures to job orders

8. Enable your mobile workforce with to 
control work tasks remotely

9. Backed by 30+ years of experience 
helping companies

10. Major emphasis on pre- and post-sale 
services
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Contact us to schedule a demo at 
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™

Manage schedules & 
resources

Control your inventory Track & report history

Fully automate workflows to 
maximize workforce efficiency.

Minimize costs by matching 
your supply and PPE orders with 

upcoming work.

Automatically record work 
performed and materials used. 
Generate customizable reports.

CleanMaint delivers world-class customer support
CleanMaint, powered by eMaint, is backed by customer support 
professionals ready to help you before, during, and after implementation. 
Our dedicated Customer Success Managers work one-on-one with 
customers to ensure your success.

Ready to upgrade the way you sanitize your facilities? Ask us how!

Training and support
Live product support available at your convenience.  A world-class training and support organization, including:
• In-person boot camp classes
• CleanMaint University, an online learning portal with recorded training sessions and tutorials
• Live web workshops

How is CleanMaint implemented?
CleanMaint SaaS is a cloud-based application, so implementation is straightforward. We assign an implementation 
team to you to prepare for go live.  Our team will configure and set up the system the way you want to see it when you 
go live.  We offer a variety of pre-implementation services to ensure your success.

Pricing
CleanMaint has affordable tiered monthly pricing based on the level of functionality needed.  Prices start as low as 
$33 (USD) per month. 


